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Abstract
The present article deals with the discussion of the necessary preconditions and instruments for the
generating idea and turning it into purpose. Gaining success is drawn as a set of certain activities. The
mathematical formula for success is introduced. Other necessary and obligatory conditions for success are
presented along with their share in realization of purpose and achievement of goals.
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In the contemporary epoch of constantly updating information flow when the competition
permanently increases and it is essential to upgrade appropriate skills through the right
direction, rather than to refer success to good luck, occurance, and the assumed long-awaited
blessing. All these, even in terms of proper education are archaic and do not have any
perspectives for career advancement, financial, scientific or business progress. Success needs
exactly the same scrupulous knowledge as the acqusition of professional skills in any sphere.
Obviously, there are abundance of examples of achieving success without proper education and
knowledge. Fortunately, in terms of the adequate knowledge it is possible to save time, energy
and material resources; to rationalize all the anticipated risks and achieve desired result in the
desired time frame with maximum of estimated outcomes.
Apparently, it is a common knowledge that success is impossible without good education. On
the other hand there are millions of educated people fail to thrive. Education is wax – a shell of a
candle. Although its core that lights up is most important, without the shell the core – the string
will easily ignite and thus burn down immediately. The shell – the education is necessary to
have proper combustion. A human should light up as a candle in the way to success and slowly
burn down. Hence, education like the candle needs core which is analytical thinking and
intuition. Education with good intuition is one support and others are certain outstanding skills

that should those who travel towards success possess. Here common skills, even good enough
but without the core are less productive. A certain dosage of Authority and charisma is essential
but yet it is just the second support. The success needs body. Those two supports described
above should work for the body that can be built on them. It is responsibility – unconditional
and firm heart. The heart in this case is morality or better – the intelligence which does not
imply awareness, education or literacy. It is the responsibility for one’s own self, for the society
and for the country. If a human decides to be successful he/she can get a head to set on the body.
The head is an idea which is individual, vivid and turned into purpose; it makes one move and
realize oneself properly. As for the limbs, they are the set of activities for the realization of the
idea, and the feet are the dosage of public trust and personal faith necessary to achieve success.
It is possible to assume the following mathematical condition to measure the result through the
way leading to success:
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where: A – Purpose indicator

B – Skills

C  Education indicator
K – Faith in achievement of purpose
T – Time for the achievement of purpose

P – Responsibility indicator
R – Diligence indicator

In order to achieve timely, adequate and apparent result an aspirant – a student should realize
all the necessary conditions from the very early period, all their shares while planning to

achieve appropriate goals. This will help to properly plan and manage time, effectively
disseminate resources and turn the result – success into the meaningful achievement of one’s
own business.
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